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From:

Anne S [anneveer@yahoo.com.au]

Sent:

Sunday, 15 June 2008 1:30 PM

To:

Philip S

Subject: Re: Rights Illustrated - You have the power to overthrow T&T's bill and recover Property 671.
Dad
I am sorry but I cannot find the documents, so I can only presume that I have thrown them out.
Also dad I know for a fact that my sisters and I do not become beneficiaries unless you were to pass
away before the estate is finalised.
I cannot get involved again because in the past you have proven to me that you cannot be trusted. We
tried to help as much as we can but you then turned around and told us we didn't deserve anything
because we couldn't get you what you wanted.
Anne
----- Original Message ----From: Philip S
To: anneveer@yahoo.com.au
Sent: Saturday, June 14, 2008 3:47 PM
Subject: Rights Illustrated - You have the power to overthrow T&T's bill and recover Property 671.
Hi Anne
If you do some simple minimal tasks we can eliminate T&T's bill that was incurred to avoid
you and your sisters.
The Court dismissed T&T's summons and did not make any order for costs so we owe T&T
nothing.
If you email the administrator, Phil McCarthy of the Public Trustee, and tell him that T&T
acted solely for Anna and not for the estate, and that T&T did all it could to harm your
security, that will be an enormous contribution.
They are on the backfoot, we just need you to contribute some telling blows. Remember
they cheated you and were/are happy to take away all of your security.
Show no mercy.
Philip
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